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Adrenergic Status in Anxiety Disorders: 
Platelet Alpha2-Adrenergic Receptor Binding, 
Blood Pressure, Pulse, and Plasma Catecholamines 
in Panic and Generalized Anxiety Disorder Patients 
and in Normal Subjects 

Oliver G. Cameron, Charles B. Smith, Myung A. Lee, 
Peggie J. Hollingsworth, Elizabeth M. Hill, and George C. Curtis 

In order to evaluate adrenergic function in anxiety disorders, platelet alphaz-adrenergic 
binding parameters and supine and standing blood pressure, pulse, and venous plasma 
epinephrine and norepinephrine were determined in patients with panic attaclcs or gen- 
eralized anxiety disorder arm in normal subjects. The maximum number of binding sites 
(Bm,~) for the partial agonist tritiated cionidine was significantly lower for both patient 
groups than for normal subjects, and the Bm~for the antagonist tritiated yohimbine was 
significantly lower for panic patients. There were no other substantive differences across 
groups. Prior exposure to psychotropic drugs might account for the results for clonidine 
binding, but not for yohimbine. The Bm~for clonidine w~ls eorrelated with norepinephrine 
increases upon standing and, for panic patients, with tl~e severity of fuU unexpected panic 
attacks. These data provide further evidence of adtenergic receptor abnormalities in 
people with anxiety disorders. 

In~oduction 
Symptoms and physiological changes potentially associated with adrenergic dysfunction 
have been reported in people with anxiety disorders (Redmond 1979; Gorman 1984; 
Ursano 1985; Cameron and Nesse 1988; Hoehn-Saric and McLeod 1988). Reported 
physiological changes include abnormalities of blood pressure (Nesse et al. 1985b; Ma- 
thew ~ d  Wilson 1986; White and Baker 1986; Charney et al. 1984, 198'7; Balon et al. 
1988; Cameron and Nesse 1988; Gorman et al. 1988a), pulse (Freedman et al. 1984; 
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Taylor et al. 1986; Shear et al. 1987; Balon e~ al. 1988; Cameron and Nesse 1988; Gorman 
et al. 1988a; Gorman et al. 1989), plasma (Mathew et al. 1981; Ballenger et al. 1984; 
Cameron et al. 1984; Nesse et al. 1984, 1985b; Villacres et al. 1987; Cameron and Nesse 
1988; Gorman et al. 1988a; Sevy et al. 1989), and urinary (Nesse et al. 1985a; Kosten 
et al. 1987) catecholamines, and the catecholamine metabolite MHPG (3-methoxy-4- 
hydroxyphenvlglycol) (Ko et al. 1983; Sheehan et al. 1983; Chamey et al. 1984, 1987; 
Sevy et al. 1989). However, in several studies sigmficant abnormalities of these variables 
have not been observed (Charney et al. 1985; Liebowitz et al. 1¢85; Can" et al. 1986; 
Cameron et al. 1987b; Edlund et al. 1987; Margraf et al. 1987; Pohl et al. 1987; Schneider 
et ~!. 1987; Cameron and Nesse 1988; Castellani et al. 1988; Crow et al. 1988; Curtis 
and Gli~ 1988; Uhde et al. 1988; Woods et al. 1987, !988a; Gorman et al. 1989). 
Abnormalities, when observed, sometimes have been in basal levels, but somvtimes only 
in response to challenge testing. The inconsistencies in these results might be due, at 
least in part. to the fact that the physiological difference between anxious individuals and 
normal subjects may lie not in these variables per se, but rather in their regulation. 
Adrenergic receptors play a fundamental role in regulation of adrenergic functioning. 

Adrenergic receptor abnormalities have been reported in. people with anxiety disorders. 
Central nervous system (CNS) beta-adrenergie receptors do not appear to be functionally 
abnormal; beta-adrenergic blocking agents do not reliabiy decrease the psychological 
symptoms of anxiety (Cole 1984; Noyes 1985). However, peripheral beta-adrenergic 
receptor function appears to demonstrate subsensitivity, as indicated by a reduced in vitro 
lymphocyte cyclic AIvIP (cAMP) ~sponse (Lima and Turner 1983; Charney et al. 1989a) 
and a diminished heart rate response to isoproterenoi ha panic patients (Nesse et al. 1984); 
lymphocyte beta-a,:lrenergic receptor n~mber has been reported to be either 4ecreased 
(Brown et al. 198:3; Aronson et a~.. I989) or increased (Albus et al. 1986). Thus, the 
bulk of the research indicates normal CNS beta-adrenergic receptor star.as but peripheral 
beta-adrenergic receptor down-r~gulation in anxious people. Lymphocyte beta-adrenergic 
receptors ea'e also decreased in depressed individuals (Extein et al. 1979; Pandey et al. 
1979; Mann et al. 1985; Wood et al. 1986; Carstens et al. 1987; Magliozzi et al. 1989); 
one study has suggested that anxiety is a factor ha this decrease (Magliozzi et al. 1989). 

Alpha2-adrenergic receptor function has also been evaluated in people with anxiet~ 
disorders. CNS alpha2-adrenergic receptors have been evaluated by administration of 
centrally active pharmacological agents. ,'IV,~ grcw~h ~o.,~._one response to the alpha2- 
adrener#c receptor partial agonist clonidine was blunted in panic patiems in all but one 
of the reported studies (Charney and Heninger 1986; Uhde et al. 1986, 1989; Schittecatte 
et al. 1988; Curtis et al. 1989; Nutt 1989), suggesting receptor subsensitivity; however, 
the cortisol response to clonidine did not demonstrate any abnormality (Stein ~ d  Uhde 
1988). Clonidine administration also produced abnormalities of MHPG and diastolic blood 
pressure in panic patients in one study (Charney and Heninger 1986), but no abnormality 
of blood pressure in another (Uhde et al. 1989L Administration of yohimbine, an alpha2- 
adrenergic receptor antagonist, to panic patients demonstrated abnormalities of systolic 
bhx~d pressure and MHPG (Charney et al. 1984), as well as differences in pattern of 
cerebral blood flow (Woods et al. 1988b); patients with generalized anxiety disorder 
(GAD) had responses more like. normal subjects (Charney et al. 1989b). Depressed 
individuals demonstrate a similar growth hormone response to clonidine as panic patients 
(Matussek et al. 1980; Checkley et al. 1981; Charney et al. 1982; Siever and Uhde 1984; 
Nutt and Cowan 1987; Amsterdam et al. 1989). In response to yohimbine, increases in 
MHPG and symptom ratings were smaller in depressed than in panic patients (Heninger 
et al. 1988). 
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Alpha2-adrenergic receptors in the periphery have also been evaluated in anxious 
patients. In addition to measures such as blood pressure, which are likely to reflect both 
CNS and peripheral mechanisms, the status of the platelet alpha2-a&renergic receptor in 
anxious patients has been evaluated. The platelet alpha2-adrenergic re,:eptor is of particular 
inter~:st because (1) the presynaptic alpha2-adrenergic receptor has been implicated at 
sev,:ral levels in the control of adrenergic nervot:s system functioning (Langer 1980; 
St~,'ke i981; Dubacovitch 1984; U'Pritchard 1984), and (2) the platelet appears to provide 
a model of the monoaminergic neuron (Abrams and Solomon 1969; Stahl 1977; Campbell 
1981) although others have questioned this relationship (Hamilton et al. 1985; Hamilton 
and Reid 1986; Nutt 1987). The binding of tritiated dihydroergocriptine, a nonselective 
alpha-adrenergic antagonist., is increased in panic patients (Roy-Byrne and Uhde 1985). 
Two studies (Cameron et al. 1984; Albus et al. 1986) that used the antagonist ligand 
tdtiated yohimbine reported a decreased number of platelet receptors in panic patients, 
and two studies that used yohimbine (Nutt and Fraser 1987; C~aamey et al. 1989a), one 
using tritiated clonidine (Cameron et al. 1984), and one using the antagonist tritiated 
rauwolscine (Norman et al. 1987) did not find a difference. Patients with GAD also 
appear to have decreased tritiated yohimbine binding (Sevy et al. 1989), ~ d  patients 
with posttraumatic stress disorder had decreased ranwolscine binding (Perry et al. 1987). 
Platelets from depressed patients appear to show increased agonist binding but normal 
antagonist binding (Garcia-SeviUa et al. 1981b; Cameron et al. 1984; Katona et al. 1987; 
Sevy et al. 1989), although patients with both panic disorder and major depression appear 
to have binding similar to panic patients (Grunhaus 1988- Grunhaus et al. in press). 

There are importav.t relationships among adrenergic receptors, circulating catechol- 
amine levels, and blood p~essure and pul~e. Bo& heart action and vascular ton~ are 
influenced by both alpha and beta receptors (Lees 1981; Mills and Dimsdale 1938). It 
has been well documented that there is an association of levels of circulating catechol- 
amines with pulse and blood pressure (Cryer 1980; Ziegler and Lake 1984; Weiner 1985). 
Exposure to beta-adrenergic agonists decreases beta-adrene~ic recepto~ whe~as ex- 
posure to antagonists produces an increase in lymphocytes (Galant et al. ~978; Fraser et 
,1. 1981; Aarons et al. 1982, 1983; Kranse et al. 1988) and other tissues (Aarons et al. 
1982; $navely et ai. 1983, 1985; Pecquery et al. J984; Tsujimoto et al. ~984); additionally, 
there was a positive co,elation between lymphocyte beta-adrenergir, receptor status with 
cardiac and lung beta-adrenergie receptor number (Aarons eta',. 1982; ~rodde et al. 
1986) and cardiac isoprotereaoi sensitivity (Fraser et al. 198D. 

l~e relationship of alpha2-adrenergic receptors with bloc~d pressure, pulse~ and cir- 
culturing catecholamines has also been studied. Some stud;.es have indicated that a~pha2- 
adrenergic receptors are "~lfluenced by circulating cate~holamine levels (Davies et al. 
1981, 1982; Hollister et al. 1983; Siever et al. 1983; Cameron et al. 1984; Egan et al. 
1985; Krause et al. 1988; Sevy et al. 1989) but ot.~er studies did not observe any effect 
(Baker and Drew 1981; Motulsky et al. 1983; Sr, avely et al. 1983, 1985; Peequery et al. 
1984; Pfeifer et al. 1984). One study has questioned "the importance of peripheral alpha2- 
receptors in the regulation of norepinepiw.ae release in man" (FitzGerald et al. 1981). 
Finally, several studies have indicated ~at  antidepressant drugs down-regulate both beta 
and alpha2-adrenergic receptors (Sm~.~ et al. 1981; Cohen et al. 1982; Racagni et al. 
1983; Janowsky and Sulser 1987). "lhe mechanism by which this down-regulation occurs 
is unknown; it might relate to c~,anges in synaptic norepinephrine levels. 

In our own prior study (C~neron et al. 1984), we reported that the maximum number 
of platelet binding sites (r3m~,,) as measured by the antagonist tritiated yohimbine was 
lower in panic patients than in normal subjects, but that binding of the partial agonist 
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tritiated clonidinc w~:s normal. Pretreatment plasma catecholamines were slightly higher 
in panic patients, and increased significantly during treatment with imipramine; imipra- 
mine treatment produ,~ed de~reases in binding of both ligands. The clonidine B ~  was 
negatively correlated with th,-. magnitudes of the epinephrine and norepinephrine increases; 
the yohimbine Bm~ was negatively correlated with the increase in dopamine. The ob- 
jectives of the present study were (1) an attempt to replicate our prior platelet alpha2- 
adrenergic receptor fincfings with panic patients versus normal subjects; (2) study of an 
additional group of patients with GAD; (3) comparison of supine and standing circulating 
catecholamines, blood pl'essure, and pulse in these three groups; (4) determination of the 
relative frequency of mitral valve prolapse (MVP) in the two patient groups; (5) evaluation 
of the correlations between receptor binding and the other adrenergic markers variables, 
as well as evaluation of the potential effects of prior psychotropic drug treatment on 
receptor binding; and (6) determination of the relationship ~etween adrenergic marker 
variables and anxiety symptoms. 

Methods  

Subjects 
Patients with panic disorder or agoraphobia with panic attacks, or GAD, and normal 
subjects were studied; all wen; drug free for at least 10 days before the start of the study. 
All patients were diagnosed by DSM-In criteria (Task Force on Nomenclature and Sta- 
tistics, 1980) with the SCID-UP (Upjohn version of the Structured Clinical Interview for 
DSM-III, Spitzer and Willian~ 1983, 1988) administered by a clinician experienced in 
the evaluation of people with ~xiety. All patients were experiencing symptoms severe 
enough to qualify for the respective diagnoses at the time of initiation of the study, 
in~:iuding the occurrence of at h;ast one panic attack per week for the previous 3 weeks 
in the panic patients. None reached criteria for any affective disorder diagnosis. No 
normal subiect reached criteria for any DSM-In Axis I diagnosis, based on research 
diagnostic crite~a ~° " ~ot.,itzer et al.. 1978) as determined by the Schedule for Affec~ive 
Disorders and Schizoplw~nia-LifeL'Jme (SADS-L) (Spitzer and Endicott 1985), Structured 
Clinical Interview for DSM-III (SCID-UP) (Spitzer and Williams 1983, 1988), or a 
semistructured clinical interview administered by an experienced clinician; no patient or 
normal subject had any known medical illness other than MVP in some of the patients. 
Symptom severity was determined at the time of study with the Panic Attack and Antic- 
ipatory Anxiety Scale (Sheehan 1986). Patients in both groups and normal subjects were 
studied concurrently. All subjects gave written informed consent. 

Procedure 

All subjects were studied between 7:30 AM and 10:30 AM. Upon arrival in the laboratory, 
each subject assumed a supine position and had a 19-gauge catheter inserted in an 
antecubital vein which w~s used for all blood sampling. After 20 rain supine, a 70-ml 
blood specimen was withdrawn. From this specimen platelets were isolated for deter- 
ruination of membrane alpha2-adrenergic receptor binding and plasma was used to de- 
termine levels of the catecholamines epinephrine and norepinephrine. After 30 rain supine, 
a 10-ml blood specimen was obtained for another determination of catecholamine levels. 
Aftel this specimen was obtained, each subject stood for 15 rain, after which another 
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10-ml blood specimen for catecholamines was obtained. Blood pressure and pulse were 
me~su~,cd in the opposite arm immediately before each blood specimen was obtained. 
Seventeen of the 24 panic patients and all 8 of the GAD patients had evaluations for 
MVP; normal subjects were not evaluated for MVP. 

Platelet membrane alpha2-adrenergic receptor binding assays were performed by our 
previously published method (Garcia-Sevilla et al, 1981a; Cameron et al. 1984). Receptor 
binding assays were always performed on the day on which the platelets were obtained; 
platelet membranes were never frozen. Specific binding of ~'itiated clonidine, a specific 
partial agonist for the platelet alpha2-adrenergic receptor, and tritiated yohimbine, a 
specific antagonist, were determine~l. Specific binding was ap:proximately 85% for tritiated 
clonidine and approximately 90% for tritiated yohimbine Estimates of the Bm~ and 
apparent dissociation constant (KD) were made by using a nonlinear r~ression computer 
program (Munson and Rodbard 1980). Plasma for epinephrine and norepinephrine de- 
tc,-minations was stored at -80°C until assay. Catecholamines were determined by the 
radioenzymatic technique. MVP evaluations were completed on a separate day; MVP 
was determined according to our previously described criteria (Nesse et al. 1985a). 

Data Analysis 
i'our types of statistical analyses were performed. First, univariate a~alyses of variance 
(ANOVA) and regression analyses were used to compare group means across the three 
diagnostic groups for the binding parameters, bh~n~d pressure, pulse, anct plasma cate- 
cholamines. Post hoc Scheffe' tests were used when the overall ANOVA F-r~,tio w~ 
significant. Correlation coefficients and t-tests were used to determine if age, gender, 
or drug-free duration prior to study affected the results. Second, a chi-square analysis 
was u ~  to determine if the percentage of panic patients with MVP differed from the 
percentage of GAD patients with MVP. Thi;d, in order to determine the relationship 
between platelet alpha2-adrenergic receptor binding s~atus and the other physiological 
variables, correlations were determined for each of the four binding parameters (both 
Bm~ and KD for tritiated clonidine and for hitiated yohimbine) with each other and 
with the other variables, separately for t~e three diagnostic groups, and for combined 
subject groups. 

The fourth type of analysis involved correlations of symptom variables with the four 
binding variables for panic patients. The symptom variables included number of panic 
attacks, average duration of each attack, and average severity of each attack in the past 
week; percentage of time during the past week during which the patient was anxious 
about the occurrence of an attack and the average severity of that anxiety ("anticipa- 
tory anxiety °') was also rated (Sheehan 1986). Correlations were performed for each of 
the symptom variables, and also for the "total severity scores." Total severity scores 
were used as a more global estimate of anxiety severity; they were calculated as num- 
ber of attacks × average duration × average intensity. A total score for anticipatory 
anxiety w,~s calculated as average intensity × percentage of time experiencing anxiety. 
Because of lack of normality of data distribution, data were log transformed: log(l + 

x). Binding parameters were correlated with tGtal severity scores for full situational 
attacks, limited situational attacks, full unexpected attacks, limited unexpected attacks, 
and anticipatory anxiety. Full attacks involve three or more panic attack symptoms, 
and limited attacks involve one or two symptoms. Situational a.~cks involve an ap- 
parent precipitant, whereas unexpected at~acks do not. For all four types of analyses, 
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Table 1. Means (Standard Deviations) and Numbers of Subjects in the Three Groups 

Panic Generalized Normal 
Variable patients anxiety patients subjects 

Cl B~u 24.9(11.5)22 22.8(6.3)7 32.5(7.1)31 
Cl IC.9 5.10(2.61)22 2.81(1.18)7 5.86(2.42)31 
Y B ~  108(33)23 114(40)7 134(34)31 
Y/~o 3.34(I. 18)23 2.93(1.29)7 3.06(1.39)31 
NEI 216(76) 16 174(40)8 189(68) 10 
NE2 223 (76) 15 210(51)8 2 i 8(98) 10 
NE3 479(167) 15 464(107)8 491(169)9 
El 43(34) 14 33(25)7 25(24)9 
E2 39(33) 14 45(28)8 35(43)8 
E3 57(49) 13 69(46)8 37(31)9 
P 1 67(11) 19 65(9)8 67(8) 12 
I)2 66(10)18 66(8)8 65(9~12 
P3 83{14)18 84(12~8 77t9)11 
SBPI 106(13)8 103(9)8 107(9) 12 
SBP2 106(12) 18 104(16)8 106(8) 12 
SBP3 111(11)18 98(18)8 111(11)12 
DBPI 65(11)18 67(5)8 67(7) 12 
DBP2 66(12) 18 64(6)8 65(10) 12 
DBP3 78(12) 18 71(15)8 78(7) 12 

CI: 1ritiated clonidine (a partial alpha2-adrenergic receptor agonist for the platelet receptor), Y: tritiated 
yohimbine fa platelet alphaz-adrenergic receptor antagonis*.), B:~:~,~: maximum number of binding sites (fem- 
tomob'mg protein), Eo: apparent dissociation constant (nm), NE: norepinephrine (pg/ml), E: epinephrine. (pg/ml), 
P: pulse (beats per min), SBP and DBP: systolic and diastolic blood pressure (nun Hg); 1, 2, and 3 indicate 
times 1-3 (i.e., 20 min supine, 30 supine, and 15 min standing, respectively). Significant differences are 
identifie~! in the text. 

statistical significance is reoerted for all tests as two-tailed[ p <~ 0.05, except where 
otherwise specified. 

Results  

Group Comparisons 
Twenty-four patients with panic attacks with or without agoraphobia, 8 patients with 
~3AD, and 32 normal subjects were studied. The mean age (-+ staudard deviation) for 
the grouts was 33.1 (7.0) years for panic patients: 3!.6 (4.6) for GAD, and 31.3 (8.8) 
for normal subjects. The .~rcentage of women in the three groups was 58%, 62%, and 
38%, respectively; by chi-square analysis this difference was not significant. 

Group means (_+ standard deviations) for all pretceatment variables are presented in 
Table 1; numbers of subjects studied for each variable in each group are also presented. 
By ANOVA, the maxi~aum number of clonidine binding sites (Bm~) was significantly 
different across the thr¢~ groups (F = 6.33, df = 2,57, p < 0.005); by regression 
analysis the amount of variance accounted for by diagnosis (R 2) was 14%. Fost hoc 
Scheffe' tests indicated that the mean Bm~'s for both the panic and the GAD groups 
we~ significantly lower than the mean Bm~ for the normal subjects. 

The ow, rall F-tests were also significant for the apparent dissociation constant for 
cionidine (go) (F = 4.70, df = 2,57, p < 0.02; R 2 = 3%) and for the yohimbine Bm~, 
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(F = 3.98, df = 2,58, p < 0.03; R 2 = 12%). Post ~',~ $ch¢ffe' tests indicated that, 
for the clonidine KD, the GAD group was significantly lower than the normal subjects, 
and for the yohimbine Bn~, the panic group was significantly lower than the normal 
subjects. None of the ANOVAs for any of the other group means reached statistical 
significance. However, there was a trend toward significance for standing systolic blood 
pressure (F = 3.21, df = 2,35, p < 0.06) and for the change from supine to standing 
systolic blood p~ssure (F = 2.72, df = 2,35, p < 0.08). These trends were due to the 
lower systolic blood pressure in the GAD p.~tients; 3 of these patients had decreases in 
systolic pressure upon standing, associated with complaints of dizziness (Table 1). The 
differences in gender ratios between the patient groups and the normal subject group did 
not influence these results. 

For 20 of the panic patients, history of medication use was available for the 2-month 
period prior to study. Ten of the patients had been free of prescription m~dications during 
this time and the other 10 had received e, variety of psychotropic and other medications. 
Means and standard deviations for the four binding parameters for drug-free and for 
nondrug-free panic patients were as follows: clonidine Bnm (femtomol/mg protein)--- 
drug free = 29.5 (12.8), nona._-jg-free = 22.3 (10.1); yohiml~ine Bm,~ (femtomol/mg 
protein)--drug-free = 91.9 (29.1), nondrug-free = 121 (35.3); clonidine KD (nM)--- 
drug-flee = 5.51 (3.49), nondrug-free = 4.70 (1.86); yohimbine KD (nM)--dmg-free 
= 3.23 (1.41), nondv.lg-free = 3.35 (1.13). None of these differences were significant; 
the difference for the yohimbine Bm,~ showed a trend (t = 2.04, df = 18~ p < 0.06), 
but the difference for the clonidine B,,~ did not approach significance (t -~ 1.38, df = 
17, p = 0.19). The yohimbine Bin,, for the 10 drug-free patients for at t,,ast 2 months 
was sig~nificantly lower than the Bmax for the 31 normal subjects [(Table 1) t = 3.43, 
p < 0.01]. None of the other values for either 2-month drug-free or n,mdrug-free patients 
differed from the values for the nor~:nal subje,'ts (Table 1). 

Five of the 17 panic patients who were evzduated were positive for MVP, whereas 1 
of 8 GAD patients was positive for MVP; by chi-square analysis, this difference was not 
significant. Patients with MVP had lower systolic (93 versu~ 109 mm Hg, t = 2.63, 
df = 13, p < 0.03) and diastolic (54 versus 67 mm Hg, t = 2.41, df = 13, p < 0.04) 
blood pressures after 20 min supine. There was no significant difference for either systolic 
or diastolic pressures at the other two times; however, MVP-positive patien~ ~:zre at 
least 7 ram Hg lower for bo~.h systolic and diastolic pressures after 30 min supine and 
a ~ ,  i5 min standing. No other physiological variable diffe~d significantly between those 
patients who did and those who did not have MVP, but the B,w for yohimbine dem- 
onstrated a trend for MVP-positive patients to have fewer binding sites than MVP-negative 
patients (82 versus 109 fmol/mg protein,, t = 2.13, df = 14, p < 0.06). 

Correlational Findings for Physiolog;cal Variables 
Pearson product-moment correlations were performed for the four binding parameters 
with each other and with the other physiological variables. Correlations of the binding 
variables with each other and with the other physiological variables were performed for 
all subjects, and separately for the three diagnostic groups (panic patients, GAD patients, 
and normal subjects). Because o~ the large number of correlations pelformed, the more 
conservative probability level of 0.01 for the r-value was chosen as the criterion for 

. . ' . , , ' ;  ~.,~.,.- . ' . ~ , . " - - ° - " ' - , ~  ~ ~ , . ~ ' - ~ ' ' - " - , ~ ' ~ , ~ . - ~ -  Jr S i ~ i i i i ' i C ~ . ~ . C .  ~ . , , , . .Quo~,  ow , ,A , . ,  v ,  ~,,,., , - 

rho (correlation for ranked data) was calculated for each r-value that was significant. 
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Table 2. Correlations of Binding Parameters with Other Physiological Variables 

GAD 
All Subs Panic Pats Pats 

All 

Pats 
Normal 

Sub 

CI Bma~ Y g o  CI Bm~ Y g o  Y g o  CI Bm~ CI Bm~ 

CI KD r 
rho 

NE2o r 
rho 

N F . ~  r 
rho 

N E a r  
rho 

E2o r 
rho 

P.3or 
rho 

~ r  
rho 

Pt~3o r 
rho 

P ~  mean r 
rho 

SBP3o r 
rho 

+ 0.44 b + 0.58 b 

+ 0.41 b + 0.45 ° 

+ 0 . 3 ~  

+0.36" 
+0 .58  ~' +0 .79  b 
+ 0 . 5 0  b +0 .56  b 

+0 .56  b 

+0,46"  
+ 0.74 b 

+0.51"  

+0 .64  b 

+0 .54  ° 

- 0o93 ~' 
- 0 , 8 9  ~ 
- 0 . 9 2  b 

- 0 . 8 2 "  

+O.56 e 
+ 0.38" 

+ 0 . 7 9  b 

+0 .76"  
+0 .83  b 

+0 .75"  

~p < 0.05; bp < 0.01. 
Groups an~yzed include all subjects (subs), panic disorder patients (panic pats), generalized anxiety disorder patients, all 

patients, normal subjects. CI: uitiated clonidine (a paztial alpha2-adrenergic receptor agonist for the platelet receptor); Y: tritiated 
yohimbine (a platelet alphaz-adrenergic receptor antagonist); Bmz: maximum number of binding sites (femtomol/mg protein); 
Kv: apparent dissociation constant (tool); NE: norepinephrine (pg/mi); E: epinephrine (pg/ml); P: p~se (beats per mia); SBP: 
systolic blood pressure (ml of mercury); r: Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient; r/w: Spearman rank-correlation 
coefficient. Subscripts: 20-20 rain supine; 30-30 rain supine; mean: average of 20- and 30-rain values; incr. increase from level 
referred to by other subscript to level at 15-rain standing. 

Correlations are reported as significant only if p < 0.01 for the r-value and p < 0.05 
for the more conservative Spearman's rho. All correlations reaching these criteria are 
presented in Table 2. 

B~ed on an analysis of aE subjects, the clonidine Bm~ was significantly correlated 
with the clonidine Ko and w i ~  the magnitude of the increase in norepinephrine upon 
standing. The clonidine Bn~ and £o  were not significantly correlated with any other 
physiological variables. The yohimbine £o  was significantly correlated with snpine plasma 
epinephrine at both time points; the yohimbine Bn~ was not significantly correlated with 
any other physiological variable. 

Based on inclusion of panic patients only, the clonidine Bmax w a s  significantly cor- 
related with the clonidine Ko; the same correlations were not significant for patients with 
GAD (r = +0.45) or normal subjects (r - +0.12),  but was significant based on the 
inclusion of both patient groups. The yohimbine Ko was significantly correlated with 
(1) plasma epinephrine after 20 min supine, (2) mean of plasma epinephrine after 20 and 
after 30 min supine, and (3) systolic blood pressure after 30 min supine. No other 
correlations were significant for this patient group. 

For the patients with GAD, there were significant negative correlations for the yoh- 
imbine ;~o with plasma norepinephrine after 20 min supine and with the mean of the 
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plasma norepinephrine levels after 20 min and 30 min supine. No other correlations were 
significant for this group. 

For normal subjects, the clonidine Bm~ was significantly correlated with the increase 
in pulse upon standing, as determined either by the chaage in pulse from 30 min supine 
to 15 rain standing or by the change in the mean supine pulse (20 rain and 30 rain) to 
the pulse after 15 rain standing. No other correlations were sigaificant for this group. 

The only significant correlation with age was for the c h ~ e  in norepinephrine level 
when going from supine to standing for normal subjects (r = +0.84, rho = +0.92, 
both p < 0.01). The same correlations for patients were panic (r = +0.10, rho = 
+0.06), and GAD (r = +0.58, rho = +0.58). 

In addition to determining those correlations that were significantly different from zero, 
correlations were compared across the three diagnostic groups to determine if any were 
sign_ificantly different ~ m  each other. Using the criterion of p < 0.05, sporadic differ- 
ences were observed, but none were significantly different from each other by the more 
stringent criterion o fp  < 0.01. This may be due, at least in pa~, to small sample sizes 
for sorne compa_risons (sampie s~es f,~r specific comparisons can be determined from 
Table 1). 

Correlational Findings for Symptoms 
Panic patients had symptom ratings over 1 week while drug free in addition to deter- 
mination of binding and ¢~her physie!ogical variables, as described above. The clonidine 
Bm~ and the clonidine KD were significantly correlated with the severity of full unexpected 
attacks (r = + 0.55 and + 0.64, p < 0.05 and 0.02, respectively). There were no other 
significant symptom correlations for clonidine binding, and there were no significant 
correlations for yohimbine binding with any of the symptom variables. Separate corre- 
lations for the four binding parameters with number of attacks, duration of attacks, and 
intensity of attacks for the four different types of attacks demonstrated a pattern of 
magnitudes of correlations similar to the results for the total severity scores (not shown). 

Discussion 

The results of this study indicate that the clonidine Bm~ was significantly lower in both 
of the patient groups than in normal subjects; the yohimbine Bm~ was also significantly 
lower in panic patients, and somewhat lower in GAD patients as well, as reported 
previously (Sevy et al. 1989). Additionally, the clonidine Ko was significantly lower in 
GAD, but not panic, patients. Among the other physiological variables (supine and 
standing levels of systolic and diastolic blood pressure, pulse, and venous plasma epi- 
nephrine and norepinephrine), no significant differences were observed other than a 
decrease in blood pressure upon stm,.ding in some of the GAD patients; further study will 
be needed to detem'~ine if this abnormality of standing blood pressure in some GAD 
patients is replicable. Thus, the results of this study (1) agree with those prior studies 
that did not report abnormalities of catecholamines, pulse, and blood pressure in panic 
patients; and (2) indicate that GAD patients also are normal on these physiological 
variables under the conditions of this study. The actual values of these physiological 
variables were consistent with prior reports of levels in normal subjects (Cryer 1980; 
Ziegler and Lake 1984; Weiner 1985; Cameron et al. 1987a). 

The lower yohimbine Bm~ in panic patients is consistent wit_h our prior result (Ca_meron 
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et al. 1984); however, our prior study reported a normal level for the ,~,~,..,,..,,,-'~-'~'o B~,-  
whereas in this study the clonidine B ~  was also decreased. It is not certain why this 
discrepancy occurred; however, the sample size for clonidine binding determinations was 
subs~tially larger in this study than in the prior study (22 panic patients and 31 normal 
subjects versus 11 panic patients and 13 normal controls), suggesting that the results of 
the present study might be more reliable. It is also possible that effects of prior drug 
exposure betw~n 2 months and 10 days before study influenced the results; there was a 
nonsignificant tendency for patients who were drug free for at least 2 months to have 
clonidine Bm~'S closer to non-_ai than did patients who were not drug free for this length 
of time. (In contrast, for the yohimbine Bn~, the results for drug-free versus nondrug- 
free patients were in the opposite direction.) Further research will be necess _e~-y to c!a6fy 
this issue. 

Although the present study replicates our prior finding (Cameron et al. 1984) of 
decreased yohimbine binding in panic patients and agrees with one other report (Albus 
et al. 1986), studies by Nutt and Fraser (1927)and Charney et al. (1989a) did r~ot find 
any decrease. The study by Nutt and Fraser, however, used intact platelets rather than 
isolated platelet membranes and reported a total number of binding sites that was less 
than 50% of the number in the present study; approximately 25% of the subjects in the 
study by Chamey ct al. (1989a) also reached current criteria for major depression. Thus, 
these two studies might not be comparable to the present study. The other study of platelet 
alpha2-adrenergic receptor binding that found no difference (Norman et al. 1987) used a 
different tritiated ligand, rauwolscine; thus, this study also might not be comparable to 
the present research. It will be important to determine the actual reason(s) for the dis- 
crepancy in study outcomes. 

Although the percentage of patients with MVP was not significantly different between 
panic and GAD, the difference observed suggested that the percentage of panic patients 
might actually be greater, as has been suggested previously (Dager et al. 1986a). The 
percentage of MVP-positive panic patients in this study agreed with the percentage 
reported in prior studies (Nesse et al. 1985a; Dager et al. 1986a, 1986b; Gorman et al. 
1986, 1988b; Cameron and Nesse 1988; Margraf et al. 1988). The lower blood pressures 
in MVl'-posi~ive patients in comparison to MVP-negative patients is consistent with prior 
research which has reported autonomic abnormalities in people with MVP (see Weissman 
et al. i987; C_amemn and Nesse 1988). 

There was a significant positive correlation between the clonidine Bm~ and the clonidine 
KD for patients but not for normal subjects. There were significant positive con, e!ations 
for clonidine Bm~ with norepinephrine increase upon standing and, for normal subjects 
only, with increase in pulse upon standing. Clonidine Bm~ and Kz, were also significantly 
positively correlated with severity of full unexpected panic attacks in panic patients. 
Sporadic significant correlations were observed for the yohimbine £D; these correlations 
did not suggest any consistent pattern. The significant associatiov between age a,~d increase 
in norepinephrine upon rising which was observed in normal sut)jects was weaker in GAD 
patients and absent in people with panic attacks. In summary, the number ot ~gonist 
binding sites, although not necessarily significantly different between patients and normal 
subjects, appears to be the platelet alpha2-adrenoreceptor binding parameter most closely 
associated with other physiological and symptom measures. 

These results demonstrate that receptor binding abnormalities c ~  occur in association 
with normal catecholamine levels, suggesting that this receptor abnormality is a primary 
defect and not down-regulation secondary to elevated circulating catechc~amine levels, 
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as suggested by some prior research (Cameron et al. 1984; Sevy et al. 1989). These 
results do not exclude the possibility that plasma catecholamine levels ~ elevated in- 
termittently in anxious patients under ccmditiens not tested in this study, and that these 
intermittent elevations are producing platelet alpha2-adrenergic receptor down-regulation. 
Some prior studies have suggested that such increases can occur. However, it is not clear 
what differences in situations and/or patients led to some reports of normal levels and 
other reports of elevations; perhaps surprisingly, plasma catecholandne and MHPG levels 
do not appear to be significantly increased during unexpected (Cameron et al. 1987b), 
lactate-induced (Liebowitz et al. 1985; Carr et al. 1986), or caffeiae-iMuced (Chamey 
et al. 1985) anxiety and panic attacks. It is possible that patients are more reactive to 
stressful circumstances than are normal subjects, and that adret~ergically mediated phys- 
iological variables show excessive increases in anxious patients in those circumstances, 
but are normal under minimally stressful situations such as those in the present study 
(Albus et al. 1987, 1988; see also Cameron and Nesse 1988). 

As noted above, ~r~&er research is needed regarding the possibility that receptor 
changes are due, at least in part, to prior drug exposure in the patient groups, irrespective 
of any effects on circulating catecholamine levels. It is not known how much time after 
discontinuation of a drug affecting the platelet alpha2-adrenergic receptor is required for 
binding to return to predrug levels. The duration might be longer than the standard 10- 
14 days usually used, and might differ among drugs. Furthermore, different binding 
parameters might require different durations; for example, the data described above for 
panic patients suggest that the c!onidine Bn~ might be sensitive to prior drug exposure 
up to 2 months before srady whereas the yohimbine Bm~ might not be reactive (or might 
be in the other direction). 

The results of the correlational analyses indicated that the maximum number of binding 
sites (Bm~) was significantly positively correlated wi~ the apparent dissociation constant 
(KD) only for the alpha2-adrenergic receptor agonist tritiated clonidine. The Bm~ for 
tritiated clonidine was also significantly positively correlated with postural change in 
plasma norepinephrine and, for panic patients, with severity of full unexpected panic 
attacks. Significant correlations for binding of the antagonist tritiated yohimbine with 
other variables did not appear to demonstrate any consistent pattern. Significant cort'e- 
lations for binding of an agonist, but not for an antagonist, are consistent with the 
hypothesis that other physiological variables should be correlated with the receptor in its 
functional state; ~gonist binding is more reflective of the functional state of receptors 
than is antagonist binding (U'_Pfitchard !984). In addition, the significant correlation of 
tritiated clonidine binding with unexpected, but not with situational, panic attacks is 
consistent with the idea that the physiological status of the receptor is influential in 
determining the severity of unexpected panic attacks whereas environmental variables are 
stronger determinants of situational attacks. 

An issue of impo,'-tance in the interpretation of the results of this study is the question 
of the relationship between plateiet aipha2-adrenergic receptors and the alpha2-adrenergic 
receptors on neurons; in other words, of what potential importance for ner:cus system 
functioning is the status of a receptor on a platelet? As noted above, there is evidence 
that, in some ways, the platelet behaves similar to a monoaminergic neuron. Additionally, 
the locus of the gene coding for the platelet alpha2-adrenergic receptor appears to have 
been located (Kobilka et al. 1987), documenting that the status of this receptor is at least 
in part under genetic control. Finally, the occurrence of panic disorder (and possibly other 
anxiety disorders as well) appears to be at least partially genetically determined (Crowe 
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et al. 1988). Thus, it is possible that the alpha2-adrenergic receptor abnormality on the 
platelet is indicative of a (genetically determined?) abnormality which is present in the 
nervous sysw, m of anxious individuals as well as on the ,,:o,°1°, t, . . . . . . . .  Despite some inconsis° 
tencies in the result~ of studies of the relationship between alpha2-adrenergic receptors 
an_d other adrenergic variables (Baker and Drew 1981; FitzGerald et al. 1981; Lees 1981; 
Motulsky et al. 1981; Davies et al. 1981, 1982; Snavely et al. !983, 1985; Hollister et 
al. 1983; Siever et al. 1983; Cameron et al. 1984; Mills and Dimsdale 1988), the presence 
of an abnormality of alpha2-adrenergic receptors in the nervous systems of individuals 
with pathological anxiety wcuid be consistent with fl~e '-nypumw,~-.r.u'---'--" ¢gi~iic¢" u--r ...~- d t * . l L + l l "  

ergic dysregulation in these individuals. Dysregulation of adrenergic functioning rather 
than abnormalities of absolute levels of adrenergic markers such as blood pressure, pulse, 
and circulating catecholamines might account for the discrepancies in the results of prior 
studies of these adrenergi¢ marke_- variables in anxious people. 

The question of the potential relationship between the status of alpha2-adrenergic 
receptors in the peripheral nervou~ system and the status of receptors in the CNS is also 
important. If the etiological dysfunction in people with anxiety disorders is in the CNS, 
as seems likely, then the status of the alpha2-adrenergic receptor in the CNS is of primary 
interest. As reviewed above, there is evidence from both infusion and neuroimaging 
studies that CNS alpha2-adrenergic receptors are funetion:.ng abnorm, aUy in anxious in- 
dividuals. There is controversy over the possibility of an association between the status 
of adrenergic functioning in the periphery and in the CNS; some studies suggest such a 
relationship but others do not (Maas and Leckman 1983; Hamilton et al. 1985; Hamilton 
and Reid 1986; Nutt 1987; $vensson 1987). Thus, the abnormality of the platelet alpha2- 
adrenergic receptor might or might not reflect dysfunction of this receptor in the CNS as 
well as in the peripheral nervous system in anxious patients. 

As reviewed above, prior pharmacological challenge studies and in vitro beta-adren- 
ergic binding studies do not clearly distinguish panic and generalized anxiety patients 
from patients with m~tjor depressive disorder. In contrast, platelet alpha2-adrenergic bind- 
ing studies do appear to differentiate anxiety disorder patients from those with major 
depressive disorder. Furthermore, platelet binding results suggest that patients with mixed 
panic-major depression have an adrenergic abnormality similar to panic, but dissimilar 
from uncomplicated major depression. A complete characterization of adrenergic function 
in psychiatric disorders will tequi~ (1) study of different diagnostic groups, including 
those with mixed symptomatology, and (2) determination of adrenergic status in these 
patients with a variety of adrenergic markers and probes. 

The authors thank Drs. George Gurguis and Monica Green for assistance in the completion of these studies, 
and Dr_. Andrew Buda for ~sistance in the mitral valve prolapse evaluations. Others providing assistance 
included Drs. Randall Buzan, Christopher Sentkowski, Blake Sm.i~, and Joseph Yaroch. 
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